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the game is based on the real-time strategy (rts) game developed by visual concepts. the game focuses on the theme of real-time strategy games and centers around the idea of gaining power by capturing and occupying enemy territory. the game offers tremendous features and takes
place in the setting of a classic command and conquer game. it features a multiplayer setting, where players can cooperate with one another and fight in different matchmaking modes such as deathmatch and team deathmatch. the game can support the multiplayer gameplay for up to
eight players. the players need to build their economy, recruit troops and take over the opposing forces in order to invade other players territories and win. the game supports multiple game modes such as capture the flag, domination, and assault. the players need to complete different
objectives to earn points and unlock additional features in the game. command and conquer: generals - zero hour is a real-time strategy video game. the game is developed by red storm entertainment and published by electronic arts. the game is the successor to command and conquer:
generals. the game centers around historical conflicts such as world war ii and the cold war. the game contains a number of features such as a multiplayer setting, single player campaign, a number of different scenarios, dozens of different units and much more. the game is best played
with friends and its brilliant and easy to learn. command and conquer generals zero hour maps for 8 player ffa. command and conquer generals zero hour is an open source game from the command and conquer series that is available for free download on gamefront.co. other mods you
can download include command and conquer generals: zero hour and command and conquer generals: zero hour reborn.
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